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Welcome to the Global Watch Weekly Report
Serge Monast, a Canadian journalist born in 1945 is known for having brought into the light of day,
classified UN information regarding a NASA project named “Blue Beam”. As a result of the sensitive
information which he was making known to the public, Serge realized that his life was in danger, had
been threatened on many occasions and voiced his opinion that he did not expect to survive.
He and his family were faithful believers and they home schooled their children, perhaps knowing all too
well the indoctrination facilities that public schools are. No sooner had he begun to raise exposure then
Serge and his 7 year old son were detained by authorities.… allegedly to protect the boy from instability at
home. Serge’s son was placed in foster care and he was released from custody. His daughter was also
taken with claims that the children were being abused by not being allowed to attend public school. His
children were never returned.

In the aftermath of his arrest, the following day in his home, December 5th, 1996, Serge Monast suffered
a massive coronary which ended his life in his wife’s arms. Serge wrote the following two years before his
death:

“When I decided to release some tiny parts of information concerning the NASA BLUE BEAM PROJECT, I was not sure if i
would survive my stand against the New World Order’s most sophisticated project, set up to bring to their knees all men of all
nations, cultures and religions. But now, following my own Christian conscience and my real and deep love for all my unknown
brothers and sisters in America and in other parts of the world, i freely accept the loss of my life, if that must be the case, for the
Truth – for Jesus Christ, by releasing for the first time ever, the four major steps of the Satanic Blue Beam Project.”

The NASA Blue Beam Project might be one of the most heavily guarded secrets of the new world order. It
is difficult to locate publicly accessible information about it and Serge’s death has not been the only death
connected to it.
This brings a useful introduction to this latest edition of the Global Watch Weekly.
Hope you enjoy.
Rema Marketing Team

A UFO FALSE FLAG PROGRAM?
EVIDENCE OF ERNHER VON BRAUN
Evidence
that
project
bluebeam predated Serge
Monast is based on the
works of Wernher Von
Braun. Wernher Magnus
Maximilian Freiherr von
Braun (March 23, 1912 –
June 16, 1977) was one of
the leading figures in the development of rocket
technology in Nazi Germany and the United
States.
The German scientist, who led Nazi Germany's
rocket development program (V-2) before and
during World War II, entered the United States at
the end of the war through the then-secret
Operation Paperclip. He became a naturalized
U.S. citizen and worked on the American ICBM
program before joining NASA, where he served
as director of NASA's Marshall Space Flight
Center and the chief architect of the Saturn V
launch vehicle, the superbooster that propelled
the United States to the Moon. He is generally
regarded as the father of the United States space
program.
Von Braun was brought to America after the war
because our government considered his
knowledge and expertise too vital to fall into the
hands of our enemies.
Dr. von Braun and his colleagues brought with
them a wealth of information gleaned from other
top Nazi scientists like his boss, SS General
Hans Kammler. Von Braun may have been privy
to work on anti gravity propulsion vehicles
reputedly under development during the last days
of The Third Reich.
Over the years of his tenure, von Braun may also
have enjoyed access to NASA’s secret programs.
It certainly does seem this way, as von Braun
apparently began to see the “big picture”
regarding the true goals of America’s space

program and how the military-industrial complex
was manipulating it according to a secret, hidden
agenda during the latter years of his life.
Just before he died, he gave an incredible
interview to Dr Carol Rosin in which he basically
said that in order to sustain the global elites
military industrial complex that a series of false
flag threats would be implemented. Carol Sue
Rosin born March 29, 1944; Wilmington,
Delaware is an author and leading aerospace
executive and space and missile defense
consultant
Dr. Carol Rosin first met
Dr. Werner von Braun in
February of 1974. It was at
this time, shortly before his
death in 1977, that von
Braun confided to Dr.
Rosin the details of this secret space agenda.
THE FALSE FLAG STRATEGY
Inviting her into his office, Von Braun stunned Dr.
Rosin by describing this plan, point for point, as
well as describing in detail exactly where it was
all leading: planetary control under an oppressive
One World Government.
According to Dr. Rosin, von Braun then gave her
one supreme assignment to thwart this plan: to
stop the weaponization of space. Failure to do so
would lead to calamity for the human race as a
secretive trans- national power, already in
existence, would move to permanently take
control of this planet through a hoaxed alien
invasion from outer space.
According to von Braun, space-based weapons,
later known as the “Star Wars” program, were to
be publicly promoted as our space “shield”
against the evil Russians. Then they would be
promoted as our defense against terrorists from
Third World countries (‘rogue’ nations or ‘nations
of concern’).
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Then their necessity would be justified as
protection against asteroids and meteors, and the
“last card,” the final justification according to von
Braun, would be their installation in orbit against
an extra-terrestrial threat from outer space.
Von Braun told Dr. Rosin that she would begin to
notice a certain “spin” on the news, which would
illustrate the need to build space-based
weaponry because our enemies “might” have
these weapons, so our intelligence community
would proceed on the assumption that they do
have these weapons. As we now know, this is
exactly how the Star Wars program transpired.
According to Wernher von Braun, all of these
publicly announced threats were lies. Von Braun
cited the reality of nuclear suitcase bombs being
available even then, as well as chemical, viral,
bacterial and biological terror weapons against
which these space based weapons would be
useless.
More importantly, von Braun told Dr. Rosin in
1974 that we already had the technology to build
anti gravity vehicles and entire transportation
systems which did not require so-called ‘fossil’
fuels but instead used “beams” of energy,
thereby eliminating all pollution from these
sources permanently.
Perhaps Dr. von Braun had seen anti gravity
vehicles with his own eyes in Germany before the
end of the war, as well as their continued
development at other secret technology sites
afterwards.

Von Braun further told Dr. Rosin that we had the
ability to transform our “war” based military/
industrial complex into a space and energy
industry for the benefit of all of humanity, and that
we had the capability of building entirely nonpolluting transportation technologies using this
same limitless energy, while ending the arms
race without dislocating the jobs associated with
it. Mankind could transition to a new industrial
paradigm and usher in an era of peace, plenty
and prosperity for everyone on Earth.
Of course, what is equally interesting is what Dr.
von Braun left unsaid. If space based weapons
technologies are not really being developed to
protect the U.S. and its allies against rogue
nations and their weapons; if, indeed, such
weapons are useless against nuclear bombs, as
well as chemical, biological and viral weapons,
then exactly why are they being developed?
Could select populations of resistors, whether
nation-states or isolated groups opposed to the
coming new world order, be singled out and
eliminated?
That is certainly one possibility. Yet another
possibility is that such space based weapons will
be part of the “smoke and mirrors” light show
designed to terrify the population of the Earth
when “Project Blue Beam” debuts, with its false,
projected presentation of an alien invasion.
According to Dr. Steven Greer, the head of the
“Disclosure Project,”
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“….the prospect that a shadowy, para-governmental and
transnational entity exists that has kept UFO’s secret —
and is planning a deception that will dwarf the events of
9/11…”

If Dr. Werhner Von Braun already knew that antigravitic technology existed in 1974, then we must
also conclude that part of the coming alien “light
show” and invasion scenario scheduled to
frighten us into the arms of a One World
Government, utilizing the technology described in
Project Blue Beam, is based on anti-gravitic
“alien” craft under the planetary control of the
unseen Illuminati hand which silently moves
under the radar of the world’s staged media.
Even Stephen Greer, who had brought Dr. Rosin
to Washington D. C. to publicly testify about Dr.
von Braun’s warning and concern for the future
of humanity based upon the nefarious plans he
had uncovered during his tenure at NASA, admits
that he was at first sceptical of the reality behind
this proposal.

war.”

Of course, we have been purposely conditioned
over the years to view any space aliens as
threatening and predatory. Such films as
“Independence Day,” “War of the Worlds”, “The
Fourth Kind”, “Signs”, “Knowing” and others
produced by Hollywood studios have had their
effect on the subconscious mind of the general
public. As Dr. Greer states:
“…this mental conditioning to fear ET has been subtly
reinforced for decades, in preparation for future
deceptions.”

The essence of the plan is simple: create an
anonymous enemy “out there” in the limitless
void of space. As Dr. Greer explains:
“By commingling fact with fiction, and by hoaxing UFO
events that can look terrifying, The Plan is to eventually
crate a new, sustainable, off-planet enemy… Wernher von
Braun warned of such a hoax, as a pretext for putting war
in space.”

Dr. Greer writes:

Dr. Carol Rosin revealed this information before
the national press in Washington, D.C. where she
“Since 1992 I have seen this script unveiled to me by at
also said that she was willing to make the exact
least a dozen well-placed insiders. Of course, initially I
same statement under oath to Congress. Of
laughed, thinking this just too absurd and far-fetched….
and yet others told me explicitly that things that looked like course, the official main stream media never saw
to make mention of this startling
UFOs, but that are built and under the control of deeply fit
secretive ´black´ projects, were being used to simulate – pronouncement by Dr. Rosin.
hoax – ET-appearing events, including some abductions
and cattle mutilations, to sow the early seeds of cultural
fear regarding life in outer space. And that at some point
after global terrorism, events would unfold that would
utilize the now-revealed Alien Reproduction Vehicles
(ARVs, or reversed-engineered UFOs made by humans by
studying actual ET craft) to hoax an attack on Earth.”

THE GARY MCKINNON HACKING CASE

The possibility of an “off planet” space fleet
already in existence was given even more
credence when in 2002 a young Scottish hacker
by the name of Gary McKinnon broke into the
Pentagon’s computers and reputedly came up
The goal of this hoaxed space alien invasion was
with the names of some of our “off-world” U.S.
simple: control through fear, to drive
space fleet (identified under the abbreviation:
governments of all nations to submit and unite
USSS), two specific space ships, (the USSS
under one central authority, a One World
LeMay and the USSS Hillenkoetter), the names
Government, and as Greer said:
of the various crews, their ranks, and transfer
assignments between various “off Earth” space
“…to justify eventually spending trillions on space
ships.
weapons… thus uniting the world in fear, in militarism and
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Apparently, this computer
security
breach
so
enraged the brass at the
Pentagon that The U.S.
Government was for time
seeking
to
extradite
McKinnon from the U.K. to face charges of
computer hacking with a punishment of life in
prison. Certainly this is one way to permanently
silence an embarrassing discoverer of forbidden
information. On 16 October 2012, after a series
of legal proceedings in Britain, Home Secretary
Theresa May withdrew the extradition order to
the United States.
Wernher von Braun, his assistant Dr. Carol
Rosin, and Dr. Steven Greer of The Disclosure
Project have done their best to warn the world at
large of this coming deception based on secret
energy technology, new visual projection
technology and the continued demonization of
space aliens by our media and our military/
industrial complex.

held in Scottsdale, Arizona.
The new Treaty points out the huge costs,
dangers, and threats to all on Earth and in Space
from space- based weaponry, emphasizing that
space-based weapons would block as Dr. Rosin
says,
“unlimited benefits and opportunities available to all
humankind in areas of health, education, the economy,
mutual security, energy, and the environment, from
cooperative ventures in space.”

This Treaty points out that peaceful, world
cooperative civil, commercial, entrepreneurial
and military ventures will help solve urgent and
potential problems of human needs, our
environment and energy, stimulate economies,
jobs and profits, and build security systems
based on collaboration rather than confrontation.
Indigenous nations are parties to the treaty,
which can be made a law with nine nation state
signatories.

Dr. Greer concludes:
“Space based weapons are already in place – part of a
secret parallel space program that has been operating since
the 1960s. ARVs are built and ready to go. Space
holographic deception technologies are in place, tested and
ready to fire. And the Big Media is a pawn…”

But we do not have to be. Now that we know
what The Illuminati and their minions have
planned, we can prepare for the greatest
deception in human history by warning others,
taking stock of our present set of circumstances,
and deciding how we might deal with a hoaxed
space-alien invasion scenario.
Since her interview with Dr Werhner von Braun in
1974 Dr Carol Rosin has been on a crusade to
educate nations about the importance of a
weapons free space environment. In 2011 she
released the Outer Space Security and
Development Treaty of 2011 during her
presentation at the International UFO Congress

THE DISCLOSURE PROJECT
Whilst the majority of American citizens and
journalists do not yet know it, one of the most
important events of the 21st Century to date took
place at the National Press Club in Washington,
DC on May 9, 2001. In the main ballroom before
one hundred journalists, seventeen camera
crews and one hundred interested public, the
Disclosure Project, founded by Dr. Steven Greer
(author of Hidden Truth), presented the testimony
of dozens of former military and agency
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employees which collectively confirms the extraterrestrial presence and the existence of
advanced energy technologies.
Statements were presented in person and via
video tape. All witnesses in attendance vowed to
repeat their testimony under oath before
Congress. This press conference was aired live
around the world. While the near term impact of
this event was blunted by the terrorist attacks
four months later, it will play an historic role in the
disclosure process and will almost certainly be
repeated - in or outside of Congress.
A statement made by Greer about the project is
as follows.
As immense as that game is, there is a bigger one: Control
through fear. As Wernher von Braun related to Dr.Carol
Rosin, his spokesperson for the last 4 years of his life, a
maniacal machine - the military, industrial, intelligence,
laboratory complex - would go from Cold War, to Rogue
Nations, to Global Terrorism (the stage we find ourselves at
today), to the ultimate trump card: A hoaxed threat from
space.
To justify eventually spending trillions of dollars on space
weapons, the world would be deceived about a threat from
outer space, thus uniting the world in fear, in militarism,
and in war.
Since 1992 I have seen this script unveiled to me by at least
a dozen well-placed insiders. Of course, initially I laughed,
thinking this just too absurd and far-fetched. Dr. Rosin

gave her testimony to the Disclosure Project before 9/11.
And yet others told me explicitly that things that looked
like UFOs but that are built and under the control of deeply
secretive 'black' projects, were being used to simulate hoax - ET-appearing events, including some abductions and
cattle mutilations, to sow the early seeds of cultural fear
regarding life in outer space. And that at some point after
global terrorism, events would unfold that would utilize the
now-revealed Alien Reproduction Vehicles (ARVs, or
reversed-engineered UFOs made by humans by studying
actual ET.
Like the movie "Independence Day", an attempt to unite
the world through militarism would unfold using ET as the
new cosmic scapegoat (think Jews during the Third Reich).
None of this is new to me or other insiders. The report from
Iron Mountain, NY, written in the 1960s, described the
need to demonize life in outer space so we could have a
new enemy. An enemy off-planet that could unite humans
(in fear and war) and that would prove to be the ultimate
prop for the trillion dollar military industrial complex that
conservative Republican President and five star general
Eisenhower warned us about in 1961 (no one was listening
then, either...).
So here is the post-9/11 script - one that will be played out
unless enough people are informed and the plan can be
foiled because they will be unable to fool a sufficient
number of citizens and leaders:
After a period of terrorism - a period during which the
detonation of nuclear devices will be threatened and
possibly actuated, thus justifying expanding the
weaponization of space - an effort will ramp up to present
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the public with information about a threat from outer space.
Not just asteroids hitting the Earth, but other threats. An
extra- terrestrial threat.

outside the government as we know it - has mastered the
technologies, the art of deception, and the capability to
launch an attack on Earth and make it look like ETs did it.

Over the past 40 years, UFOlogy, as it is called, combined
with a mighty media machine, has increasingly demonized
ETs via fearsome movies like "Independence Day", and
and pseudo-science that presents alien kidnappings and
abuse as a fact (in some circles) of modern life. That some
humans have had contact with ETs I have no doubt; that the
real ET contact has been subsumed in an ocean of hoaxed
accounts I am certain.

In 1997, I brought a man to Washington to brief members
of Congress and others about this plan. Our entire team at
the time met this man. He had been present at planning
sessions when ARVs - things built by Lockheed, Northrup,
et al, and housed in secretive locations around the worlDwould be used to simulate an attack on certain assets,
making leaders and citizens alike believe that there was a
threat from space, when there is none. (Before he could
testify, his handlers spirited him away to a secret location
in Virginia until the briefing was over...) Sound familiar?
Wernher von Braun warned of such a hoax, as a pretext for
putting war in space. And many others have warned of the
same.

That is, real ET events are seldom reported out to the
public. The Machine ensures that the hoaxed, frightening
and intrinsically xenophobic accounts are the ones seen and
read by millions. This mental conditioning to fear ET has
been subtly reinforced for decades, in preparation for future
deceptions. Deceptions that will make 9/11 look trivial.
I write this now because I have recently been contacted by
several highly placed media and intelligence sources that
have made it clear to me that hoaxed events and story-lines
are imminent that will attempt to further ramp up the fear
machine regarding UFOs and ETs. After all, to have an
enemy, you must make the people hate and fear a person, a
group of people, or in this case an entire category of beings.
To be clear: the maniacal covert programs controlling UFO
secrecy, ARVs and related technologies - including those
technologies that can simulate ET events, ET abductions
and the like - plan to hijack Disclosure, spin it into the fire
of fear, and roll out events that will eventually present ETs
as a new enemy. Do not be deceived.
This hogwash, already the stuff of countless books, videos,
movies, documentaries and the like, will attempt to glom
onto the facts, evidence and first-hand insider testimony of
The Disclosure Project, and on its coattails, deliver to the
world the cosmic deception that falsely portrays ETs as a
threat from space. Do not be deceived.
By commingling fact with fiction, and by hoaxing UFO
events that can look terrifying, the Plan is to eventually
create a new, sustainable, off-planet enemy. And who will
be the wiser?

Space based weapons are already in place - part of a secret
parallel space program that has been operating since the
1960s. ARVs are built and ready to go (see the book
"Disclosure" and the chapter with the testimony of Mark
McCandlish, et al). Space holographic deception
technologies are in place, tested and ready to fire. And the
Big Media is a pawn, now taking dictation from the right
hand of the king.
I know this all sounds like science fiction. Absurd.
Impossible. Just like 9/11 would have sounded before 9/11.
But the unthinkable happened and may happen again,
unless we are vigilant.
Combine all of this with the current atmosphere of fear and
manipulation and there is a real risk of suspending our
collective judgment and our constitution.
But know this: If there was a threat from outer space, we
would have known about it as soon as humans started
exploding nuclear weapons and going into space with
manned travel. That we are still breathing the free air of
Earth, given the galacticly stupid and reckless actions of an
out of control, illegal, secret group, is abundant testimony
to the restraint and peaceful intentions of these visitors. The
threat is wholly human. And it is we who must address this
threat, rein it in and transform the current situation of war,
destruction and secret manipulation to one of true
Disclosure and an era of sustained peace.

You will. Because now you know that after 60 years,
trillions of dollars and the best scientific minds in the world
pressed into action, a secretive, shadowy group - a
government within the government and at once fully
www.globalreport2010.com
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War in space, to replace war on Earth, is not evolution, but
cosmic madness. A world thus united in fear is worse than
one divided by ignorance. It is now time for the great leap
into the future, a leap that moves us out of fear and
ignorance and into an unbroken era of universal peace.
Know that this is our destiny. And it will be ours just as
soon as we choose it.
Steven M. Greer M.D. Director, The Disclosure Project
Albemarle County, Virginia June, 2002 7

sources at the space agency who had had
contact with aliens described the beings as 'little
people who look strange to us.”
Nick Pope — who worked on the UK Ministry of
Defence's UFO desk for three years — revealed
the rules of engagement for the first time. As
described in The Sun, he claimed RAF pilots had
fired at UFOs on several occasions — but failed
to bring them down. He added:

The Disclosure project has over 500 Military and
Government
Personnel,
including
civilian
contractors; many holding "Top Secret"
clearances who all are testifying to the
government suppression of back engineered
advanced free energy, anti gravity, UFO
technology and knowledge of extra-terrestrial
beings.

"We know of cases where the order has been given to shoot
down — with little effect to the UFO."

Mr Pope said the rules of engagement were
drawn up after dozens of close encounters with
suspect craft in British airspace. RAF attacks on
UFOs were "not automatic but happen when
something in our airspace is deemed to be a
threat".

"In the counsels of Government, we must guard against the
acquisition of unwarranted influence, whether sought or
unsought, by the Military Industrial Complex. The potential
for the disastrous rise of misplaced power exists, and will
persist. We must never let the weight of this combination
endanger our liberties or democratic processes. We should
take nothing for granted. Only an alert and knowledgeable
citizenry can compel the proper meshing of the huge
industrial and military machinery of defense with our
peaceful methods and goals so that security and liberty may
prosper together."-President Dwight Eisenhower, Feb 1961

Aliens have contacted humans several times but
governments have hidden the truth for 60 years,
the sixth man to walk on the moon has claimed.
Apollo 14 astronaut Dr Edgar Mitchell, said he
was aware of many UFO visits to Earth during his
career with NASA but each one was covered up.
Dr Mitchell, said during a radio interview that
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